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DISTRIBUTED CONSENSUS



Centralized vs decentralized vs distributed



Distributed Consensus: What is it?

• A distributed network of systems running Bitcoin software 
– Consists of many nodes (computers) 
– Each node is connected to every other node in the network 
– No (built-in) central authority 
• Peer-to-peer network



Distributed Consensus

• Goal – to create a mechanism (protocol) that allows all nodes 
to agree on “the truth”. 

• Must terminate with all honest nodes in agreement on the value 
• But - some nodes can be honest, some can be malicious 
• Thus, the value must have been generated by an honest node 

– How?



How it is done

• In Bitcoin network, the protocol avoids assuming honesty/
dishonesty 
– Meaning – it avoids assigning stable identities to the nodes 

• The network does not prefer any one node over the other one 
• Consensus is reached by applying randomess



Application os Hash Pointer

• A hash pointer to a block is the output of the hash function 
applied to that block (“the hash”) and a pointer to that block 

• Each block in the blockchain has a hash pointer to the previous 
block



Bitcoin Distributed Consensus Algorithm – First Pass

1. In the network new transactions are broadcast to all nodes 
2. Each node gathers these transactions into a block (size ~1.3Mb) 
3. At a fixed interval, a random node gets to propose its block (~every 10 
min.) 

– It includes a hash pointer to this previous block 
4. All nodes (computers) check the block to confirm that the transactions are 
valid 
5. Repeat steps 1 – 4 

Thus: 
– Not possible to decline a certain user who is not liked by others 
– It is not possible to spend bitcoins that you do not own



Distributed consensus protocol

This protocol: 
–Pick nodes at random 

• It makes hard for any single node to control the blockchain network 

• Automatically disincentives malicious behaviour



Distributed consensus protocol: PoW

Probably the best is to pick only honest nodes? 
– Yes, but this is impossible 
• Nodes do not have identities 

• Two problems here: 
• Computer-generated randomness is not purely random 
• If even it is possible – this  would require a centralized computer to generate 

the randomness and is against the philosophy of a decentralized network



Proof or Work, cont.

Thus, two problems to solve: 
 1. Generating randomness 
 2. Incentivizing honest behaviour 
• These are mutually dependent problems: 
– If randomness is sufficient, then more likely a malicious node will take 

over the system 
– If incentivization of honest behaviour is sufficient, then fewer nodes 

are malicious that decreasing the need for true randomness



PoW Concept 1: Block Reward

• Pick a node at random to propose a block 
• Give the node that proposes the block some extra bitcoins to 

transact with 
– the Bitcoin protocol uses seignorage to finance the functioning of the system 

(seignorage is a profit made by issuing currency). 

• This keeps blocks honest: 
– You receive your reward only if future nodes accept your block 

• by including a hash pointer to your block in the next block generated 

– If you are not honest and extend the network with malicious transactions 
• The next node is unlikely to accept your block



Bitcoin Mining

• Bitcoin mining is a resource-intensive activity that results in the 
creation of new coins 
– Similarly to precious metals that are needed to be mined



The Hash Puzzle

• Blockchain nodes compete to have a chance to validate the next block 
• You succeed if you are the first to solve a hash puzzle (a cryptographic 

puzzle) 
– Puzzle-friendliness implies that these puzzles can be found 

• To solve the cryptographic puzzle you apply “trial and error” approach 
– The greater the computing power, the more likely it is to solve the hash puzzle 

• Once the hash puzzle is solved, the block is proposed 
– potential to receive the block reward (if the block is accepted) 
– Nodes express their acceptance of the block by working on creating the next block in 

the chain, using the hash of the accepted block as the previous hash. 
• It means new bitcoins are “mined” 

– everyone can verify that a given node has solved the puzzle



The Hash Puzzle: extremely simplified example, 1

• The data: 

• This is the hash of the lastest block (shortened): 
• 00000000000001adf44c7d69767585  
• Below are the hashes of some valid transactions waiting for inclusion 

(shortened as well). 
• 5572eca4dd4  
• db7d0c0b845  
• And this the hash of one special transaction that you just crafted, 

which gives 25BTC (the current reward) to yourself: 
• 916d849af76 



The Hash Puzzle: extremely simplified example, 2

• We simplify how a new block might look like (the real one uses 
binary format).  

• It contains the hash of the previous block and the hashes of 
those 3 transactions: 

• 00000000000001adf44c7d69767585--5572eca4dd4-
db7d0c0b845-916d849af76--  

• Let's do mining manually  
– We need to complete this block with a nonce (a piece of garbage) 

such that the hash of the new block starts with 13 zeros (13 zeroes is 
the current difficulty).



The Hash Puzzle: extremely simplified example, 3

• Mining (trying to finalize this block): 
• We try with nonce=1, and compute the hash of the block (using the 

md5 hash algorithm, but Bitcoin uses double sha256): 
• > echo "00000000000001adf44c7d69767585--5572eca4dd4-

db7d0c0b845-916d849af76--1" | md5sum   
• 8b9b994dcf57f8f90194d82e234b72ac  
• No luck, the hash does not start with a 0… Let's try with nonce=2 
• > echo "00000000000001adf44c7d69767585--5572eca4dd4-

db7d0c0b845-916d849af76--2" | md5sum   
• 5b7ce5bcc07a2822f227fcae7792fd90  
• No luck…



The Hash Puzzle: extremely simplified example, 4

• … 

• Using nonce=16, we get our first leading zero. 

• > echo "00000000000001adf44c7d69767585--5572eca4dd4-db7d0c0b845-916d849af76--16" | 
md5sum   

• 03b80c7a34b060b33dd8fbbece79cee3  
• For nonce=208, we get two leading zeroes 

• > echo "00000000000001adf44c7d69767585--5572eca4dd4-db7d0c0b845-916d849af76--208" | 
md5sum   

• 0055e55df5758517c9bed0981b52ce4a  
• Thus we need to continue to finally find a hash that has 13 leading zeroes. 
• We need to be fast (faster than other miners)
• If someone succeed to build a block faster than you, you’ll need to start again from the 

beginning with the new block's hash (the one of the winner)



Proof of Work and Randomness

• Thus, proof of work is about solving a hash puzzle 
– the node is rewarded by being able to propose a block and received 

BTC 

• Therefore, it creates the randomness!



Proof of Work and Randomness, cont

• If we have two nodes with similar processing power, it is not 
possible to predict which node will solve the puzzle first and get 
validates the block 

• But is block selection random? 
– Unpredictable? Yes. 
– Nondeterministic? No. 
• A nondeterministic algorithm is an algorithm that, even for the same input, 

can exhibit different behaviours on different runs, as opposed to a 
deterministic algorithm. 

– Note: a process can be both deterministic and random (Henri 
Poincare in the 19th century)



Currency Creation

• Block rewards 
– Only way within the Bitcoin reference software for new coins to 

be mined 
– Even block rewards are limited 

• Every 210,000 blocks, the block reward is cut in half 
• Occurs every 4 years (approximately) 
• Implies the total number of bitcoins will converge to 21 

million 
• Bitcoin is Scarce: Today, there are about 18.5 million 

Bitcoin in circulation, with approximately 2.5 million 
waiting to be mined (created). 
– After the last Bitcoin is mined — around the year 2140 — no 

additional Bitcoin will come into circulation. 
• Bitcoin similar to gold, but unlike gold, there are no 

undiscovered (due to scarcity) 
• Bitcoin supply cannot be manipulated by a central bank.



Inefficiency of mining

• The most spectacular, and frequently mentioned, is the 
energy consumption.  

• It is estimated that Bitcoin miners uses 40.64 TWh of 
energy to operate annually, similar toHungary, the world’s 
57th largest consumer of energy.  

• This is also 75 times higher than the annual energy 
consumption of the centralized Visa network, which 
processed an average of 150 million transactions per day 
in 2016, compared to the 44 million transactions 
processed on the Bitcoin network for the whole of 2017 
(L. Schilling, and H. Uhling, 2018). 

• Later, Bitcoin processes about 200 transactions per 
minute, while Ethereum, which is faster, can process 
1200.  

• By comparison, Visa and MasterCard each process about 
100,000/minute. (V. Buterin 2014).



Hash rate

• The higher the hash rate, the more blocks are being mined 
which increases the chance an individual miner has to solve 
the block reward puzzle and receive newly mined bitcoin.  
• The more hashing (computing) power in the network, 

the greater its security and its overall resistance to 
attack.  

• A high hash rate is a general indication of a healthy bitcoin 
mining environment. 
• It means a growing number of miners are using the 

most efficient mining hardware they can afford and 
competing with each other to process transactions and 
solve the block reward puzzles. 

• This proof-of-work makes the Bitcoin blockchain secure 
and immutable. 

• From an investor’s point of view, the hash rate is an 
interesting metric to follow as it shows that miners are 
investing in and deploying new equipment, possibly in 
anticipation of a rising Bitcoin (BTC) price. 

• Advocates of the ‘price follows hash’ theory - the price of 
bitcoin follows the hash rate.

The hashing power is estimated from the number of blocks being mined in the 
last 24h and the current block difficulty.  
More specifically, given the average time T between mined blocks and a difficulty 
D, the estimated hash rate per second H is given by the formula H = 2 32 D / T



The Transaction Fee

• You propose transactions in which the value of BTC coming in 
exceed the value of BTC going out 
– The remainder should be paid to an address of the node’s choosing 
– It stimulates incentives for trade in Bitcoin 
– Transaction fees incentivize honest trading



The Transaction Fee, cont

• Fees skyrocketed in December 2017

• Transaction fees are based on the data volume of a transaction and 
the congestion of the network.  

• Miners spend computing power and energy validating transactions 
for a financial reward 
• with every block (a collection of transactions not exceeding 1 

MB in size) added to the blockchain comes a  block reward 
(currently 6.25 BTC), as well as all fees sent with the 
transactions that were included in the block. 

• Miners have a financial incentive to prioritize the validation of 
transactions that include a higher fee. 

• Because a block on the bitcoin blockchain can only contain up to 1 
MB of information, there is a limited number of transactions that 
can be included in any given block.  

• When a large number of users are sending funds, there can be more 
transactions awaiting confirmation than there is space in a block. 

• Smaller transactions are easier to validate; larger transactions take 
more work, and take up more space in the block. 
• For this reason, miners prefer to include smaller transactions.  

• A larger transaction will require a larger fee to be included 
in the next block.



Future Challenges: PoW Challenge 1: The 51% Attack

• Most bigger cryptocurrencies have sufficient mining capacity behind them, making it 
extremely expensive to acquire the necessary hardware to pull an attack like this off.  

• Smaller cryptocurrencies have less hashing power securing the network, making it 
possible to simply rent hashing power from miners on a service like Nicehash for a 
few hours. This significantly reduces the capital costs of an attack. 

• There have been a number of 51% attacks including a high profile attack against 
Bitcoin Gold where $18 Million was stolen (2018, 2020) 

• Krypton and Shift, two blockchains based on Ethereum suffered 51% attacks 
in August 2016

• The Bitcoin SV (BSV) network suffered an attack in August 2021
• Litecoin 51% attack in 2019 
• Ethereum in 2020



PoW Challenge 2: Resource Intensity

• Bitcoin mining uses lots of electricity 
– High ends of estimated amounts 

consumed are only 6% of the global 
banking sector 

– Mining takes place where energy is not a 
scarce resource 

– A “Green” critique of Bitcoin 
• Miners are using energy for no purpose 

– PoW is a technology that enables trading 
in bitcoin 
• Implemented by a zero-sum game 

– As long as one believes Bitcoin is a net 
benefit to society, there is a net benefit 
to mining

https://digiconomist.net/bitcoin-energy-consumption/



Bitcoin mining 

https://ccaf.io/cbeci/mining_map



PoW Challenge 3: Can the Network Scale?

• Blocks are limited in size 
• Blocks can only be created about every 10 minutes 
– Implies that there are about 7 transactions per second 

• Trilemma: Blockchain systems can have at most 2 of the three: 
– 1. Decentralization 
– 2. Scalability (efficiency) 
– 3. Security 

– Bitcoin and Ether sacrifice efficiency for the sake of security and decentralization.  
–Other crypto currencies are based on different choices, often with more 

centralization to achieve speed. But the tradeoff seems unavoidable.



The Proof of Work (summary, discussed above)

• the first consensus mechanism introduced with Bitcoin.  
• In POW, all the miners compete to solve a mathematical problem, and the one who 

solves it fastest becomes the winner.  
• Soon other miners start validating it until it reaches an agreed-on percentage (51 

percent or 90 percent as per the configuration).  
• POW works on the “longest chain” rule;  

– in other words, if there are forks created because of different miners agreeing to different 
side chains, then the longest chain that moves the fastest is the most trustworthy;  

– soon others will start following that chain, and other side chains will be discarded. 
• Used by: Bitcoin, Ethereum 
• Advantages: Time tested, safe 
• Disadvantages: Too slow, massive power consumption


